
Uncomplicate Digital Transformation with 
the Power of Simple.

The All-in-One

Low-Code No-Code



The Power 
of Simple.

Products designed to make 
your work Simple.



Make Digital Transformation 
your winning strategy
Clear up IT bottlenecks and equip your team with the right 

technology to get work done better. Kiss�low’s Power of 

Simple lets you do just that.
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Work�low Automation
Automate and deploy business processes.

Enable your team to rapidly design and 
streamline their work�lows end to end.

Work Collaboration
Deliver effective collaboration in an adaptive 
environment.

Give your teams an intelligent way to openly 
discuss work and access conversations

Application Development
Increase the room for innovation by turning 
ideas into apps.

Modernize, automate, and digitize your 
enterprise grade apps at scale.

Project & Case 
Management

Stay organized with project and case boards

Resolve your cases and manage projects 
better by assigning and reassigning tasks, 
accessing data, and improving performance.

Integration
Push, pull, and schedule data transfers 
automatically.

Integrate with some of the most widely 
used ERP, CRM, and other core utility 
platforms seamlessly.

Analytics
Turn data into meaningful insights with some 
serious analytics muscle.

Simplify complex data using advanced 
�ilters,  pivots, and heatmaps to tell a data 
backed story.



3 Steps  to Champion Digital 
Transformation with Kiss�low

Create, model, automate, and deploy business processes on a uni�ied work platform, all 
with very little to no coding knowledge. Empower business users to design work�lows that 
they are familiar with, in a matter of minutes. With this all-in-one work�low-centric platform, 
you can effectively streamline various processes, giving you the agility to run your business 
operations hassle-free.

Build a Productive Team1

Approval ManagementCase ManagementWork�low Automation

Bring your teams together. Give your teams an intelligent way to openly discuss work and 
access conversations. They need advanced tools that go beyond spreadsheets and emails 
to get work done. Plan your team’s work, know who’s working on what, and deliver results 
intuitively with minimal tracking.

Foster a Collaborative Culture2

Projects and Case BoardsTask Management ReportsContextual Collaboration

Kiss�low lets you build the applications that your business would need no matter how 
unique your needs are. You can modernize apps, automate processes, and digitize 
operations at scale. Grappling with undeserving apps? Plug the gaps with custom built 
apps that seamlessly integrate with your back-end systems like ERP, CRM and other core 
systems. Good part? You don’t have to code to build these apps. Best part? You can use 
small snippets of code to add advanced custom components to extend your app.

Unlock Innovation in Your Workplace3

Modernize ApplicationsDigitize OperationsAutomate Processes
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Kiss�low Lets You Simplify Work 
and Make it Worthwhile

Enable anyone 
on your team 
to build.

Automate 
work�lows 10x 
faster

Increase rate of 
productivity + 
Innovation

Features  You Need to Make 
Work Simple
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Dynamic Business Rules

Code-free Work�low Forms

Visual Designs

Dynamic routing

Dashboard and Reporting

Fast integration and Rest API

Kanban boards

Multiple viewsApplication Builder

Application Deployment

Developer Sandbox

Extensive Integrations

Custom UI

Power search bar

Emojis and GIFs

Moderated and 
anonymous posts

Quick tagging

Multiple stages for steps

Unique resolutions

Custom task cards

Unlimited channels

Customized noti�ications

Polls, surveys, and 
announcements



A Glimpse of what you can 
Build with Kiss�low
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Sales & 
Marketing

Channel Portal

Order Entry

CRM

Sales Work�lows

Finance

Contracts

Performance reports

Requisitions

Billing/Payments

Customer 
Service

Field services app

Customer onboarding

Call center app

Customer service tracker

Human 
Resources

Employee Directory

Employee Onboarding

Payroll, Timesheet

Leave Management

Distributor Management

Project Tracking

Operational Dashboards

Quality Control

Appointment 
management

Calendars and reminders 
for patient appointments

Online training apps 
for consultation

Maintenance 
Management

Inventory Management

Order Management

Vendor Management

Factoring

Loan Loss Prevention

Risk Management

Policy Administration

Logistics & 
Supply Chain

Healthcare Manufacturing Banking & 
Insurance

Low-Code No-Code
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Bene�its  of Kiss�low

Drive a streamlined approach to effectively 
align the processes until a standard 
outcome is achieved every time. Ensure 
that no critical steps are missed.

Streamline Processes
Empower your employees with complete 
visibility into each process. Gain holistic, 
deep insights to re�ine work�lows for 
better business outcomes.

Gain 360° Visibility

Build a collaborative workplace by 
democratizing technology between 
business and IT.

Democratize IT
Improve your OpEx by designing and 
innovating apps and work�lows that 
look and act 100% the way you want 
them to. Lack of time and resources can 
never be a plausible excuse with the 
power of Kiss�low.

Innovate Endlessly 

Enjoy enterprise-level security and 
features which tie back to employee 
productivity and development time.

End Shadow IT
Stay organized, manage all your tasks, 
centralize all your communication 
without missing a deadline.

Build a Collaborative Culture



Ready to Try the All-in-One

Low-Code No-Code

that Users      ?

www.kiss�low.com contact@kiss�low.com


